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About Us 



We are a team of 7 riding across India where we talk 
about the different adventures of our lives. 

 
Fashion | Food | Travel | Events are a few categories (read 
passions) of this blog and we love sharing them with the 

world. 
 

We invite our readers to be a part of our virtual 
experience and savor it with us in the form of activities, 

giveaways, videos, live updates etc. 



Think of us as a magazine 
that's completely SEO driven ! 

 
Fresh content + Young 

audience 



 

 

When we work with a 
brand, we like to go in 
depth & know about 

them – their objectives 
from the campaign, how 
they want the audience 

to perceive them and line 
our goals with theirs. 
Every campaign we 

execute is based on a 
win-win proposition! 



Why Us? 



Creative Approach without  

being too OTT! 

A dating site 

wanted an 

experential review. 

This is what we 

could think of to hit 

off the post. 

Collaborated twice 

with this brand.  

Held a giveaway 

+ 

Video Unboxing so 

readers could 

connect 

+  

Detailed Blog Post 

Several crisp 

Infographics so 

that readers can 

grasp content 

better. 



Team FoP was invited for a  
FAM trip to the lavish  
Soma Vineyards, Nasik.  

Proud to say our video  
shows up third along 
side Trip Advisor & 
Holiday IQ. 



Team FoP was invited 
for a FAM trip to the 
Attra’s Camping 
Farms. Proud to say our 

blog review 
appears on 
Google’s first 
page before any 
other blog.  
 
Our video 
appears #1 
search results on 
the Video page. 



We amplify all 
our Travel posts 
on Tripoto to 
multiply our 
reach. 

Our post on 
Tripoto platform 
crossed 3 Lac 
views  



We’ve worked with a host of brands - 

Fashion, Food, Hospitality – we’ve covered them all ! 



Engaged Social Media audience  

Willing to work collaboratively with your brand 

Loyal base of readers 

We are not influencers. 
 
We are bloggers.  
 
With a big fire in our belly, we are passionate about 
documenting our experiences with our readers. 
That said, when we collaborate with a brand, we want to 
know them in & out. We wish to know as a brand how 
do you want to be remembered in your audience's mind. 
Our blog will portray you just as that.   



47,702 
Overall Blog hits 

Major Traffic sources 

Facebook 

Search engine 

Stumble Upon 

Quora, Reddit etc. 



Testimonials from some of the  

brands we have worked with 



Reviewed 4 FAM trips & 

 over 20 restaurants 

Covered numerous events and launches 

 

Interviewed by  

Influencia 

 

FashionOkPlease has been –  

 

Featured by NewsPatroling as  

Top Bloggers of India 

A Tripoto  

Approved 

 Blogger 

Featured by 

 InstaTravelStyle 



That’s all folks! 
Any questions? 

You can get in touch with me at  

leena@fashionokplease.com 

Or +91 8898 316 055 


